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Abstract 

Atlas Copco is interested in investigating the friction in the top-hammer drilling tool threads that 

causes the steel to heat up, leading to a phase transformation and a softer steel in the threads. The 

aim of this project is to find a steel alloy or surface finishing that will retain its hardness at 

elevated temperatures better than the presently used threads material. The solution is intended to 

be used as a replacement material for the threads. The potential material is meant to combat the 

premature breakdowns of the threads and thus minimizing the economical losses. To achieve our 

project goal, literature studies and an experimental parts were employed.  

Hardening methods are discussed thoroughly in the thesis, such as carbides/nitrides, 

precipitation, solid solution, grain size, and martensitic transformation. Alloying elements and 

their effects on steels properties were also discussed. C, Cr, Co, Mn, Mo, Ni, W,  and V were 

found to increase the steel's hardness at elevated temperature, high temperature strength and 

abrasion wear resistance. 

Nitration can be applied to most of the steels that Atlas Copco uses today, and will give a harder, 

and more wear resistant surface at elevated temperatures. A problem with nitration is that the 

nitrided layer is generally thinner than the martensitic hardening used today.  

Three tool steels samples (ASP 2030, ASP 2053 and ASP 2060) were acquired from Erasteel. 

These were used in the experimental part and compared to reference steels that Atlas Copco 

currently are using (R1-R6). The experiments were conducted in 400 and 600°C and the samples 

were tempered for 1, 10 and 100 hours before the hardness were measured with a Vickers 

hardness test. The conclusion from the experiments was that ASP 2060 and ASP 2053 from 

Erasteel are the steels that have a much higher hardness at elevated temperature than the other 

steels tested in the experiment. The results indicate that the tool steels will probably not 

experience the same premature breakdown as the threads used today. R1 and ASP 2053 have the 

greatest heat resistance. 

The suggested tool steels are all quite expensive, and to minimize the material needed only the 

threads and not the rod can be in the new alloy. Lowering the cost could also be achieved by 

hardfacing where a layer of the new expensive alloy is welded onto a cheaper steel. 
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1. Introduction 
Atlas Copco is a company that produces, develops and distributes rock drilling tools for different 

types of drilling methods. One of their percussive rock drilling tools are based on a method 

called top-hammer. This type of drilling tool consists of many different parts that allow it to 

operate and one of these parts is threads. The threads in top-hammer drilling tools are what this 

project treats. The threads in the top-hammer drilling tools are used to lengthen the drilling tool 

to allow it for deeper drilling. During drilling, the threads are subjected to friction that results in 

increased temperatures in the threads. The steel in the threads soften because of this elevated 

temperature, and that is the problem that this report deal with. 

During drilling the temperature intervals in the threads are speculated to span between 200°C - 

600°C, but could in theory reach almost any temperature. The high temperature that occurs in the 

threads induces a phase transformation of the martensitic steel. This phase change results in a 

softer and more malleable steel. The property changes that occur are unwanted, since soft steel is 

more vulnerable to wear and causes a shortened lifetime. A premature breakdown of the threads 

during drilling operations leads to economical losses.[1] 

1.1 Purpose & Goal 

The purpose of this project is to find a solution to the thread’s vulnerability to heat. The 

motivation is to stop the premature breakdown of the threads, due to wear, and thereby, avoid the 

economic losses induced by these breakdowns. 

The goal of the project is to find a steel alloy or surface finishing that will retain its hardness at 

elevated temperatures better than the presently used threads material. 

1.2 Limitations 

The environment is very harsh during drilling and involves high friction, strong impact between 

parts, steam, gravel, and high temperatures. Therefore, there are a lot of different properties 

which need to be considered when finding a material suitable to be used in the threads. These 

properties are for example hardness, heat resistance, corrosion, resistance against abrasive wear, 

and impact wear. 

Due to time limitations this study has had to be delimited. In conversation with Atlas Copco, it 

was decided to focus on the hardness of the threads at elevated temperatures. The hardness of 

steel alloys is easy to measure and the equipment needed for the measurements already exists at 

Uppsala University. Preserved hardness at elevated temperature is also a good indicator that the 

steel alloy could work well as a thread in rock drilling tools.  
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The demands that were finally set by Atlas Copco were that they wanted a steel alloy or solution 

that retained a better hardness during elevated temperatures than their currently used steels. Atlas 

Copco was especially interested in the time interval of 0 to 100 hour and at a temperature 

interval of 400 - 600 °C for the steels. 

Atlas Copco was also interested in the price of the new material and if the new solution was 

available at the market. A material that Atlas Copco could buy today and to a good price was 

prefered but not a demand.  

1.3 Project layout 

Our project layout involved structuring our project into six different phases, see figure 1. In each 

phase activities were made to get the project to proceed to the next phase. This model was used 

because it creates a stable foundation for the effective structuring of work and a easy way to 

review the project after it is done. 

 

Figure 1: The layout of the project. 

This report consists of a background section, where the top-hammer method and the threads are 

examined. The report also includes a method section, where the ideal approach and the actual 

procedure about this study is explained. The study includes theory, results and, discussion. The 

different theory areas that were investigated were steel alloys from the market, nitration, how to 

influence the hardness of metals, alloying elements and how they affect the steel and, how 

hardfacing can be applied to the problem.  
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2. Background 

2.1 Top-hammer   

The drilling tool with the threads that is of interest for this study is the top-hammer drilling tool. 

Top-hammer drilling is a rock drilling method that uses force in the form of impacts to crush 

rocks. The drilling tools are comprised of a drill-bit that drills into the rock and drilling tool rods 

that transmits force in the form of impact shockwaves from the rig to the drill-bit during drilling. 

A piston applies an impact force to the drilling tool-rod which in turn forces the drill-bit to 

impact the rock. The induced applied force causes a slight rotation in the drill-bit as well as a 

downward thrust, see figure 2.[2] 

 

Figure 2: Schematic figure of a top-hammer drilling tool.[F1] 

During drilling the length of the drilling tool needs to extend as the depth of the hole increases. 

The extension of the drilling tool is achieved by attaching more drilling tool rods to the drilling 

tool using joined threads to connect the various parts together. [3]  

One weakness in the top-hammer drilling tools are the threads. As the drilling tool operates there 

is a distortion of the shock wave that is transferred through the drilling tool rod. This results in a 

loss of effective impact energy in each joint as well as micro movements in the thread. These 
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micro movements in between the threads causes friction. There are two primary problems caused 

by this friction. The friction creates heat that damages the hardening of the steel by inducing 

phase transformation of the martensitic steel to a softer phase. The other issue is that the 

developed heat could weld parts together. [3] 

2.2 The threads in top-hammer 

The function of the thread is to attach the drilling rods to the drilling tool using joined threads to 

connect the various parts together. For a schematic picture of a thread, see figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: A schematic illustration of a thread used by Atlas Copco.[F2] 

The threads that Atlas Copco uses are made of steel that has been hardened with martensite in 

various ways. The hardening process includes case hardening, induction hardening and tempered 

martensite hardening. The threads possess a hardness gradient inwards the bulk, the most ductile 

material in the centrum and the hardest at the surface. This is caused by the different hardening 

methods when producing the threads.[I1] 

Two types of wear mechanisms have been shown to affect the threads during drilling. These are 

abrasive and impact wear. The abrasive wear comes in the form of scratches at the thread 

surface. In the regions where severe impact wear affects the material high temperatures are 

developed and therefore structural change in the material is obtained.[1] 
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3. Method 
The project began with a road trip to Fagersta and Atlas Copcos Secorocs headquarter. Göran 

Stenberg, Ph.D. Patent Coordinator at Atlas Copco, showed us the production site and gave out 

the assignment.  

A preliminary literature search was conducted by dividing the assignment into different subject 

areas, and each member of the project group sought information in their respective field. 

Meetings with the client, business coach, technical consultant and personnel at companies and at 

Uppsala University with specific competences were held to gather information.  

After the preliminary literature search the relevant literature was considered. Appropriate steel 

materials and other solutions were discussed with the client and technical consultant. Three 

approaches to develop a solution were selected; investigation of heat resistant alloys, nitration 

and alloying elements. It was also decided that the possible part-solution of hardfacing was 

interesting to look at a bit more closely. The reasoning behind this decision will be described in 

more detail in the following subsections 3.1-3.4. 

The report follows a four part structure, heat resistant alloys, nitration, alloying elements and, 

hardfacing. Those parts build the report under all other main headlines, and each part can be 

followed individually. Some other parts are also included in the report, but they will not appear 

regularly under each main headline.  

3.1 Heat resistant alloys 

Within the project we wanted to investigate if there already exists a steel alloy on the market that 

was superior to the steel alloys that Atlas Copco uses today in their threads. It is not possible to 

combine maximum wear resistance, toughness and resistance to softening at increased 

temperatures in a single alloy. Therefore, to achieve the optimum combination of properties for a 

given application, the selection of the best steel often requires a trade-off. [4]  

The new steel alloy should retain its hardness under high temperatures for a significant better 

time than the steels that are currently used. The steel alloys that we focused on are tool steels and 

have all proven to work well in high temperature environments. Tool steels have a distinctive 

hardness as well as resistance to abrasion and deformation at elevated temperatures. However, 

tool steels are very costly to produce. The high costs of production can be justified by the long 

life expectancy of the threads in the drilling rod. [4] 

Promising tool steels which seemed to have great potential were found through literature studies 

and later selected for experiments. Seven of these steels were ordered from Uddeholm and 

Erasteel in Sweden. Two steels (AISI A2 and AISI M2) were not ordered because of lack of 

manufacturers which could send samples in time. They were therefore excluded in the 

experimental study. Six reference steels from Atlas Copco were obtained. Due to a few delays, 
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and limited time, only experiments on the steels from Erasteel and Atlas Copco could be 

performed. This was not a major problem since Uddeholm already had relevant data of their 

steels. Both A2 and M2 remained in the literature study, along with the steels from Uddeholm.  

Experiments were done to examine how well the various steels from Erasteel and Atlas Copco 

retained its hardness under elevated temperatures. The samples were heated at high temperatures 

for a timespan of 0-100 hours and the hardness of the steels was measured.  

During the first step in the contact with the manufacturers the price of the alloys was not 

considered. The main interest was that the companies could send tool steel samples that could be 

accessible fast and samples that previously had shown excellent resistance to heat.  

3.2 Nitration 

Nitration of the steel threads is a possible solution to our problem. The nitrided surface layer has 

a high heat and wear resistance due to nitrides that form in the layer. This makes nitration 

interesting as a high heat application. 

The aim is to determine if nitration is a viable option and which nitration process would be 

suitable. The composition of the steel used in the nitration is also being evaluated. This will be 

accomplished by literary studies and interviews. Gas nitration is the main focus since that is the 

only nitration process that Atlas Copco can perform without buying new expensive equipment.  

3.3 Alloying elements 

Pure metals often have inferior properties compared to alloys for engineering purposes. The pure 

metals are often softer, corrode easier and have mechanical and chemical disadvantages. By 

adding different elements to the metal and creating an alloy it is possible to overcome these 

disadvantages. [5] 

The general properties that can be altered by introducing alloying elements in the base metal are 

the mechanical and chemical properties of the material.[6] 

● Mechanical properties 

- Tensile strength 

- Ductility 

- Toughness 

- Hardness at elevated temperatures 

● Chemical properties 

- Corrosion resistance 
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To be able to find steels that can retain a sufficient hardness at elevated temperatures a good 

understanding of the alloying elements and how they chemically alter the structure of the steel is 

essential. The approach therefore is to map the alloying elements and combinations of them that 

influence the mechanical properties of steel at elevated temperatures. This was performed 

through a literature search. 

3.4 Hardfacing 

A possible part-solution to the problem is hardfacing. By using hardfacing the amount of 

expensive materials that are needed are greatly reduced. This was studied by a literary search. 
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4. Theory  
In this part of the report the theory that was found during the literary studies will be presented. 

The theory is sectioned in five sections dealing with the following areas:  

- Heat resistant alloys with subsection Tool steels and Measurements of hardness.  

- Nitration 

- What makes a steel hard?, with subsection Different hardening mechanisms that present five 

common hardening mechanisms.  

- Alloying elements with eight subsections discussing different alloying elements and how they 

affects the steel.  

- Hardfacing 

4.1 Heat resistant alloys 

4.1.1 Tool steels 

Tool steels must endure extremely high loads that are applied rapidly. Without undergoing 

excessive wear or deformation the steel must withstand these loads a great number of times. 

Under conditions involving high temperatures, tool steels must keep their properties to avoid 

breaking. Raw materials are carefully selected for typical wrought tool steels so that the finished 

product has qualities that ensure cleanliness and homogeneity. [4] 

Carefully controlled conditions are necessary to produce the sufficient quality, with a carbon 

content between 0.5% and 1.5%. The dominant role in the qualities of tool steels is the presence 

of carbides in their matrix. The high temperature performance of steel is determined by the rate 

of dissolution of the carbides into the austenite form of the iron. For adequate performance, 

proper heat treatment of these steels is also important. [7] 

Conventional tool steel production is the most common method of producing tool steels. 

Through the use of steel scrap, iron is introduced into the furnace. Iron and carbon from the steel 

scrap are both essential elements in any steel production. Other important elements such as 

manganese, silicon, chromium, vanadium and tungsten are loaded into the furnace in proper 

proportions after the steel scrap. Then the melting process is started which must be carefully 

controlled to guarantee quality and proper chemical composition. [8] 

The powder metallurgy (P/M) process is another method used in making tool steels. Through 

rapid solidification of the atomized powders the method provides a very fine micro-structure 

with a uniform distribution of carbides and nonmetallic inclusions in large sections. Also, special 

compositions can be produced that are difficult or impossible to produce the conventional way 

by melting and casting and then working the cast product mechanically. In the usual P/M 

production sequence the powders are compressed into the desired shape and then sintered to 

bond the particles into a hard, rigid mass. Sintering is performed at a temperature below the 

melting point of the metal. [4] 
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To determine what conditions the tool steel can endure it is important to be able to measure the 

hardness of the steel, which is a process in itself. 

4.1.2 Measurements of hardness  

Hardness is an important mechanical property of materials and is usually defined as a materials 

resistance to plastic deformation when another body penetrates. To measure the hardness of a 

material multiple techniques can be used. [9] A common technique is indentation testing and a 

wide choice of indenters with different geometries and materials are available. The hardness of 

the sample is then given according to the test that was used. [10] 

The test setup to measure the hardness of steel samples used in the experimental part in this 

project was Vickers. To execute a Vickers hardness test a pyramid-shaped tip in diamond is 

pressed against the sample [11] with a load (L) in kg . A squared mark remains in the sample’s 

surface after the tip has been pressed against the steel. The diagonals in the mark, d1 and d2 , are 

measured in μm. The hardness, in [Hv],  is then calculated with general equation 1.[12]   

                     (Equation 1) [12]   

4.2 Nitration 

Gas nitration of steel is accomplished by heating the steel to about 500 °C in an oven within an 

ammonium rich atmosphere. Ammonium breaks down to nitrogen and hydrogen at this 

temperature, see equation 2. 

           (Equation 2) [13] 

When ammonium breaks down to nitrogen and hydrogen at the surface of the steel part the 

atomic nitrogen can be adsorbed on the surface and transported into the steel by diffusion. The 

atomic nitrogen forms nitrides with the iron or any of the nitride forming elements in the steel. 

[13] 

Commonly used alloying element in nitride steel are chromium, vanadium, aluminum, titanium 

and molybdenum. The nitrides formed by Cr, V and Al are especially useful because they are 

very hard, has a high temperature resistant and are highly resistant to wear. [13] All of the 

elements increases the hardness of a nitrated steel, see figure 4.[14] 
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Figure 4: Shows different alloying elements that form nitrides and how it affects the hardness of the steel. The steels 

base composition is 0.25 wt- % C, 0.30 wt-% Si and 0.70 wt-% Mn. [F3] 

As the amount of alloying elements increase the speed at which nitrogen diffuses through the 

steel goes down. This impacts the depth of nitration. The increased hardness as more alloying 

elements are used are traded off against a decreased nitration depth. [14] 

The chemical composition of the steel used in the nitration is paramount to set the final surface 

hardness and nitration depth. Chromium content in the nitrided steel, between 1 wt-% to 3 wt-% 

[I2],  is advantageous because of the good properties that chromium nitride (CrN) has. CrN is 

very hard, has a high temperature resistance and is highly resistant to wear and corrosion. The 

trade off with a high chromium content is that the nitration layer becomes thinner. Aluminum 

can also be added to increase the hardness of the nitrided steel. An Al content of 1 wt-% is 

optimal to increase the hardness and an Al content of 0.5 wt-% can be used to increase the 

hardness somewhat without decreasing the nitration depth. [14] 

The nitriding temperature also affect the hardness and nitration depth. Generally a low nitration 

temperature, around 500 °C, leads to a harder but thinner nitrided layer. A high nitration 

temperature, around 600 °C, generally creates a thicker but less hard nitrided layer. [14] 

4.3 What makes a steel hard? 

Hardness is a measure of the material’s resistance to localized plastic deformation. To explain 

what makes a steel harder we first need to explain what plastic deformations are. Deformations 

are a phenomenon that occurs in materials when they are subjected to forces of some kind. These 

forces cause a dimensional change in the material. If the applied force extends a certain 
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threshold, the dimension change in the material becomes permanent. This mechanism is called 

plastic deformation.[16] 

In the microscopic realm these plastic deformations are promoted by defects in the crystal 

structure called dislocations. When a force is applied to the material this will induce movement 

of the dislocations. This can be hindered by other dislocation that are in the way of the 

movement. The dislocation displacement allow the atomic bonds that hold the lattice together to 

be broken easier than it would otherwise. These broken atomic bonds cause a permanent 

dimensional change and thus plastic deformations in the material. High hardness steels either 

have less dislocations, a high dislocation density or some other mechanism that hinders the 

movements of the dislocations. The act of decreasing dislocations or their movement is called 

hardening. [16] 

The ways to hinder these movements and harden the steel are called hardening mechanisms. 

4.3.1 Different hardening mechanisms 

There are five commonly used hardening processes as described in the following text. 

4.3.1.1 Grain-boundary hardening  

Polycrystalline materials are comprised of grains with different sizes. The average size of the 

grains significantly influences the mechanical properties of the material. Dislocation motion has 

to occur across neighbouring grain boundaries and thus the grain boundary acts as a barrier 

against the movement of dislocations, as shown in figure 5.[16] 

 

Figure 5: Illustrative picture of dislocation movement between grain boundaries[F4] 
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Fine-grained material possess better mechanical properties relative to a material with larger 

grains and this is due to that smaller grains lead to increased probability for dislocations to come 

across grain boundaries, which impedes the dislocation movements.[16] 

4.3.1.2 Strain hardening  

Strain hardening is a hardening processes whereby inducing plastic deformation in a material 

will increase the hardness in the material. The strain hardening is done by applying a force and 

straining the material enough to extend its original yield point. The new yield point will be where 

the force was cancelled, given that the force does not reach the materials fracture threshold, see 

figure 6. [16] 

 

Figure 6: A plot showing the general concept of strain-hardening. σy0 is the materials original yield point and after 

the applied force σy 1 will become the materials new yield point.[F5]  

The dislocation density increases during strain hardening. The increased hardness is a result of 

the obtained high dislocation density because of the newly formed dislocations during the plastic 

deformation. Generally increasing the dislocations density results in lowered hardness of the 

material. However when the dislocation density extends a certain value the dislocations will start 

to interact with each other hindering dislocation movements, which in turn leads to increased 

hardness in the material.[16] 

4.3.1.3 Solid-solution strengthening  

Solid-solution hardening is a phenomenon where a material's hardness can be increased by 

introducing an alloying element that creates an substitutional or interstitial solid solution with the 

base metal. This hardness increase is due to the solute interstitial atoms inducing distortions in 

the lattice which impedes the dislocation motion, see figure 7. [16] 
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Figure 7: Different lattice distortions caused by the impurity defects of solid solution hardening.[F6] 

4.3.1.4 Precipitation hardening 

Precipitation hardening is a hardening technique where increased hardness in a material is 

achieved by the formation of small precipitate particles of another phase in the material. These 

fine particles of the new phase hinders the movement of the dislocations in the material. This 

results in increased hardness in the material. Precipitation hardening relies on exploiting changes 

in solid solubility of different phases during heat treatment as shown in figure 8.[16] 

 

Figure 8: Phase diagram showing how precipitates can be formed in the steel through aging.[F7] 
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4.3.1.5 Martensitic transformation 

Martensite hardening is a very common hardening technique used to increase the hardness of 

steel. Martensite is a metastable crystalline phase of steel with excellent mechanical properties 

and is obtained when austenite is rapidly cooled. The general accepted theory of the martensite 

excellent mechanical properties are because of its BCT structure. When austenite is cooled 

rapidly the FCC structure starts to transition to BCC but due to the extreme saturation of carbon, 

the carbon gets “locked” in the lattice, see figure 9. This results in the formation of a  BCT 

structure, which is hard due to the distorted crystal structure and supersaturated carbon that are 

“locked” in the lattice.[16] 

 

Figure 9: The transformation from austenite to martensite.[F8] 

4.4 Alloying elements 

Alloys are materials that are comprised of a metal combined with other materials. Alloys often 

consists of a metal, which is called the base metal and other alloying elements in smaller 

amounts in the alloy. The alloying elements can be metals or non metallic materials. The 

alloying elements alter the lattice structure of the base metal and often induce the formation of 

intermetallic compounds with very complex lattice structure.[6] 
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Different alloying elements and their combinations influence the properties of the alloy in 

various ways. The synergistic effect between the different alloying elements, their varying 

amount and the different combination create a large distribution of diverse properties. [16] 

Different alloying elements improve mechanical properties at elevated temperatures through 

different processes[6], see following:   

1) Precipitation (carbides and nitrides) 

2) Solid solution  

3) Grain reduction 

4) Increasing the martensite conversion temperature 

5) Decreasing “critical cooling velocity” to form martensite  

6) Effect on hardenability 

 

To be able to understand how to create the optimal alloy for a specific task it is important to 

comprehend these processes. This report consists therefore of a profound description of each 

process and what alloying elements to use to archive the desirable result. 

4.4.1 Precipitation    

If alloying elements are added to an iron melt and dissolve, the added elements may precipitate 

as small particles when the melt is cooled to room temperature. It is the diffusion of the added 

atoms in the base metal that leads to the segregation into precipitates. The precipitate has a 

different lattice compared to the base metal and the precipitate can consist of pure added element 

or as a compound with the base metal or other added alloying elements.[16]   

Most alloying elements have a great solubility in iron, especially the elements standing to the 

right of iron in the periodic table, and do not form precipitates so easily. C, N, O, B and 

metalloids that stands far from iron in the periodic table do not dissolve so much in iron and are 

able to create precipitate.[15]  

To obtain a hard steel the precipitate needs to be evenly distributed in the alloy. It is also better to 

have a lot of small precipitate rather than a few big ones. The hardness of the steel increases with 

the amount of precipitates due to that the dislocations gets “stuck” on the precipitates and can not 

move easily in the bulk.[17]  

To optimize the precipitate an elaborate heat treatment is used. The heat treatment starts with a 

solution heat-treatment (the steel alloy is heated to dissolve impurities), then the steel alloy is 

quenched (cooled fast to room temperature) and finally tempered or aged for a controlled time 

and temperature (to cause the precipitate to form in the lattice). [16]       

In steel alloys carbides and nitrides are a common precipitates used to make the alloy harder.[16]  
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4.4.1.1 Carbide-formers 

Alloy carbides are used because it is easy to make carbides that are harder and more resistant to 

wear than cementite (Fe3C). The alloying elements that form carbides can be found as chemical 

compounds with carbon and iron or as solid solution in the steel.[15] The affinity for carbon 

increases from left to right for following carbide formers: Cr, W, Mo, V, Ti, Nb, Ta, Zr.[18] In 

which phase the elements are present in depends on the carbon concentration and the 

concentration of carbide forming elements in the alloy. In a steel with low carbon concentration 

and high concentration carbide forming element the carbon will be bound as carbide and the 

excessive alloying elements will be in solid solution in the steel.[15]  

Carbides called “special carbides” are non-iron-containing carbides, such as VC and W2C, while 

carbides referred to as “double” or “complex carbides” contain both iron, carbon and carbide 

forming elements, for example Fe4W2C. [18] Six kinds of carbides that are grouped in two 

groups can be formed in steel, see table 1. Group 1 has a complicated crystal structure, an 

example is cementite (Fe3C). Group 2 has a simple crystal lattice, for example TiC, Mo2C.[15]  

Table 1. The six different kinds of carbide that can be formed in steel. M in table 1 represents collectively all the  

metal atoms that forms the carbid. Consequently all M-atoms in the same carbid do not have to be the same element, 

for example can M6C stand for Fe4W2C.  

Group 1 Group 2 

M3C 

M23C6 

M7C3 

M6C 

 

MC 

M2C 

 

VC, NbC, TiC, TaC and HfC are all closely packed intermetallic compounds that generally gives 

the finest precipitate dispersion. Carbides with complex crystal structure as the ones in group 1 

and have low heats of formation generally form relatively coarse dispersions.[19] Hot-work tool 

steels normally contains three types of carbides, MC, M6C and M23C6, usually in the form of VC, 

Fe4W2C or Fe4Mo2C and Cr23C6.[18]  

Hafnium carbide (HfC) is one the most refractory binary compositions known, with a melting 

point of over 3890 °C.[20] Hafnium carbides properties are of great interest for use in 

construction materials that are subjected to very high temperatures. A problem that occurs at 

elevated temperatures is that the hafnium carbide has a low oxidation resistance. The oxidation 

process starts at 430 °C.[21]   

Silicon and some other alloying elements can stabilize the iron carbide. It is possible to have the 

carbides still present in the steels microstructure after the steel has been tempered in 400 °C. This 

is possible with 1 to 2 wt-% silicon in the alloy and if the silicon content is further increased the 
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steel alloy can manage even higher temperatures without losing the iron carbides. The silicon 

atoms enter the carbide and thus stabilize the iron carbide. It also leads to a slowed nucleation 

and growth of the carbide but the transformation of iron carbide to cementite is considerably 

delayed.[15] 

Alloying elements that forms carbides: Ti, V, Cr, Zr, Nb, Mo, Hf, Ta and W 

4.4.1.2 Nitride formers 

All carbide formers are also nitride formers. Nitrides form when the nitrogen content is higher 

than 0.015 wt%. Nitrides are chemical compounds comprised of nitrogen covalently bonded with 

iron or alloying elements (for example V, Al, Ti and Cr). A very high hardness can be achieved 

by forming nitrides with Ti or Al in amounts of about 1.5 wt-%.[15]   

Alloying elements that forms nitrides: Carbide formers and Al.  

4.4.2 Solid solution   

Most alloying elements dissolve into iron to great extent. B, O, N, C and metalloids standing far 

from iron in the periodic table are exceptions and only small amounts dissolve in iron.[15] When 

the alloying element reaches their solubility limit the excess solute will form a compound that 

has a distinctly different composition.[16] Copper dissolves in iron up to 1 wt-% (room 

temperature) but if the amount copper exceeds 7 wt-% will the steel contain pure copper 

inclusions. [15]   

Where in the iron’s lattice the alloying element is located during solid solution depends on the 

ratio between the atomic size of iron and the added element. Carbon and nitrogen have a 

relatively small atomic size compared with iron. These element therefore enter the iron lattice in 

ferrite and austenite as interstitial solute atoms. The metallic alloying elements such as 

manganese, nickel and chromium have a larger atomic size, almost the same as iron. 

Consequently they enter the iron lattice into substitutional solid solution.[5]    

The diffusivity of carbon and nitrogen is very rapid in iron compared with the diffusivity of the 

metallic elements placed substitutional in the iron lattice. The fast diffusivity of carbon and 

nitrogen is used during carburizing and nitriding.[5]   

Alloying elements influence the kinetics and mechanism of all types of phase transformation of 

austenite to pearlite, bainite, and martensite. If the alloying atoms dissolve only in ferrite and 

cementite without forming carbides they have a quantitative effect on the transformation. Co 

speeds it up while the majority of the elements slow it down, for example Ni, Si, Cu, and Al. [15]   

Elements that enter the austenitic phase into solid solution lowers the martensite start 

temperature. Exceptions of that phenomenon are Co and Al. The effect from interstitial solutes 

carbon and nitrogen is much larger than from the metallic solutes. 1 wt-% carbon lowers the 
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martensite finish temperature by over 300 °C and steel containing a big amount of carbon will 

normally retain a substantial amount of austenite when quenched into water.[15]   

Alloying elements that enters iron in solid solution: Most alloying elements go into solid 

solution. B, O, N, C and metalloids standing far from iron in the periodic table only dissolves in 

small amounts.  

4.4.3 Grain reduction 

Smaller grain size in the steel results in increased hardness, strength and fatigue resistance in the 

material. The austenite grains grow at elevated temperatures and can affect the mechanical 

properties in the finished steel. The growth can be controlled with heat treatment temperatures 

and times but also by addition of alloying elements. The added elements form a second phase 

precipitate that has a pinning effect, called Zener pinning, on the grain boundaries.[22]      

The addition of some alloying elements will inhibit the austenite grains to grow at the 

austenitizing temperature leading to a harder steel. The most common elements with this 

function are Al, Nb, Ti and V. It only take a small amount of the added element, 0.03 wt-% to 

0.10 wt-%, and the element are present as nitrides, carbides or carbonitrides that are highly 

dispersed in the steel. High temperature is required for the precipitates to dissolve in the solution, 

see table 2. If the temperature becomes high enough and the precipitates dissolve there will be a 

pronounced increase in grain size.[15] 

Table 2: Steel containing different alloying elements needs to be heated to different temperatures to dissolve the 

precipitates present in the steel. [15] 

Alloying 

element 

Amount (wt-%) Type of 

precipitates 

Temperature needed for 

solution (°C) 

Nb 0.05 carbide 1200 

Ti 0.20 carbide 1200 

V and N 0.1 and 0.01 respectively nitride 1000 

   

The solubility of carbides in austenite increases in the following order: NbC, TiC and VC and for 

nitrides, which normally have a lower solubility, the order is: TiN, NbN, AlN and VN. The most 

effective grain size refiners are therefore NbC and TiN because they are the most stable 

precipitates in the austenite. [15]  

Alloying elements that limits the grain growth: Al, Nb, Ti and V 
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4.4.4 Decreasing “critical cooling velocity” to form martensite  

When a steel is hardened by the formation of martensite the cooling rate of the steel will be 

critical. Heat can only travel from the center of the steel to the surface at a limited speed, and if 

the section above the center is too thick the rate of the cooling in the centre will be to slow for 

martensite to form.[16] The “critical cooling velocity” is the minimum cooling speed that will 

produce martensite or bainite from austenite. The steels “critical cooling velocity” can be altered 

with the addition of alloying elements.[15]  

The “critical cooling velocity” is diminished by the presence of carbon. Iron-carbon alloys 

containing less than 0.25 wt-% carbon are normally not heat treated and quenched to form 

martensite because the cooling rate required is too rapid to be practical.[16]  

Alloying elements that are commonly added to lower the required cooling rate are: Cr, Ni, Mo, 

Mn, Si, V and W. Only small amounts are needed, less than 5 wt-% is required to retard the 

cooling speed significantly. When the alloying elements are used in combinations the formation 

of thick sections of martensite can be done in air. However, the elements must be in solid 

solution in the austenite at the time of quenching.[16]  

In table 3 the cooling rate for some alloy steels can be seen and how it changes when the added 

element increases.[23] 
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Table 3: Some common alloying elements that alters the “critical cooling velocity” and their concentration. The 

alloy steels is quenched from 950 °C. [23]     

Carbon 

wt-%  

Alloying element 

wt-% 

“Critical Cooling Velocity” 

°C per sec (950 °C) 

0.42 0.55 Mn 550 

0.40 1.60 Mn 50 

0.42 1.12 Ni 450 

0.40 4.80 Ni 85 

0.38 2.64 Cr 10 

 

Table 3 shows that chromium and manganese are preferred as alloying elements for altering the 

cooling rate. Nickel works but quite large amount is needed to alter the “critical cooling 

velocity” in the steel.      

Alloying elements that decreases the “critical cooling velocity”: C, Cr, Ni, Mo, Mn, Si, V and W  

4.4.5 Increasing the martensite conversion temperature 

In plain carbon steels the tetragonal lattice of martensite disappears at 300 to 400 °C. When one 

or more of the elements Cr, Mo, W, V, Ti, and Si is introduced to the steel, the martensite 

structure can still be observed after the steel has been tempered in 450 °C. In some cases the 

martensitic structure has been observed after the steel had been tempered in even higher 

temperatures, up to 500 °C. The increase of the transition temperature depends on the stabilizing 

effect from the alloying elements on the supersaturated solid iron carbide solution. Mn and Ni 

decrease the stability, which leads to a lower transition temperature.[15]  

Alloying elements that increases the martensite conversion temperature: Cr, Mo, W, V, Ti and 

Si. 

4.4.6 Effect on hardenability 

Hardenability is steel’s ability to form martensite during quenching. It can be measured as the 

distance below the surface at which there is 50 % martensite after standard quenching treatment. 

To achieve a higher hardenability in the steel, alloying elements that slow down the ferrite and 

pearlite transition reaction[15] such as B, Cr, Mn, Mo, Si, V and Ni are added.[24] The austenite 

grain size and carbon content in the steel also affect the hardenability.[15]  

The amount of carbon in the steel controls the hardness of the martensite to a great extent.[16] If 

the carbon concentration is increased up to about 0.6 wt-% the hardness will also increase 
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following the increase in the concentration. When the carbon concentrations is over 0.6 wt-% the 

formation to martensite from austenite is displaced to lower temperatures and the transformation 

may be incomplete. An incomplete transformation leads to composite of retained austenite and 

martensite. This composite microstructure gives a lower hardness to the steel although the 

hardness of the martensite phase itself is still high.[24] 

Steels generally are not comprised of more than 0.4 wt-% carbon because steel with a high 

carbon content is prone to distortion and crack during heat treatment.[24] To control 

hardenability it is therefore common to use other alloying elements who retard the diffusional 

phase transformation from austenite to ferrite and perlite, allowing more martensite to form. The 

added elements need to be in solid solution to affect the hardenability.[16]  

Cr, Mo and Mn are the most commonly used alloying elements but Si, Ni and V also work. The 

retardation of the transformation velocity occurs as a result of the redistribution of the alloying 

elements during the phase transformation. The interface between the growing phase and the old 

phase can’t move without diffusion of the alloying elements.[24]    

Boron works well when the steel has low concentrations of carbon and is therefore used in low 

carbon steels. Added boron is added in the amount of 0.002-0.003 wt-% it has the equivalent 

effect as 0.5 wt-% Mo.[24] If more boron is added it will only lead to a lowering in hardenability 

due to that the boron will be segregated in the grain boundaries and not exist as solid solution. 

Excessive boron will also lead to decreased toughness and embrittlement in the material.[25]   

A difficulty with using boron is that it easily forms compounds with oxygen and nitrogen which 

leads to the need to add “gattering” element in the alloy. “Gattering” elements are for example 

aluminium and titanium which react favourably with the oxygen and the nitrogen, while the 

boron can exist in solid solution in the steel and improve hardenability.[24] 

It is possible to increase the hardenability by increasing the grain size in the austenite phase. The 

grains can be increased through high austenitization temperatures. The hardenability increases as 

a result of the nucleation between the phases occurring in the heterogeneous nucleations site such 

as the austenite grain boundaries. With bigger grains the available nucleations sites for ferrite 

and perlite will decrease. With a smaller area for nucleation the rate of phase transformation to 

ferrite and perlite will decrease and the hardenability increase. This method to increase the 

hardenability is rarely used because of the negative effects of large austenite grains. Large grains 

in the austenite phase leads to a coarse microstructure with reduced toughness and ductility.[24] 

Alloying elements that affects the hardenability: C, Ni, Cr, Mo, Mn, Si, V and B 

4.4.7 The effects on the steel from single alloying elements 

Single alloying elements have different effects on the steel properties. In table 4 alloying 

elements are listed and their effect on the steel. 
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Table 4: A list of alloying elements and their effect on steel. Observe that there are no combinations of alloying 

element in this table, for combinations and their effects on the steel see section 4.4.8.    

Alloying element The alloying element affect the steel by:  

Aluminium Aluminium is mainly used as a deoxidizing agent[26] and is excellent at 

extracting gases from the steel.[6] The element can exist in steel as solid 

solution acting as solid solution strengthener[26] and in the form of 

nitrides with nitrogen.[15] Of all the alloying elements, aluminum is the 

most effective in controlling the grain growth prior to quenching. 

Aluminium also controls the austenite grain growth in reheated steels.[26] 

Boron The hardenability improves if 0.002 wt-% boron is added[26] without 

decreasing the ductility of the steel resulting in that the formability and 

machinability is increased.[6] The effect of boron is most effective in low-

carbon steels.[26]  

Carbon The presence of carbon in steel is vital, because carbon is the principle 

hardening element of steel.[26] Without carbon it is impossible to quench 

the steel, making it harder. Carbon is also essential for the formation of  

cementite, martensite, carbides, etc. Addition of carbon will increase 

steel’s hardness, tensile strength, resistance to wear and abrasion.[6] High 

concentrations of carbon will damage the steel by affecting the ductility, 

toughness and the machinability.[26]     

 

Carbon can exist as solid solution in iron[5] and increases the 

hardenability of steel.[15] The carbon concentration controls the hardness 

of the martensite, up to 0.6 wt-% C. The hardness of the steel will increase 

as a result of the martensite transformation.[24] Carbon lowers martensite 

finish temperature[15] and lowers the “critical cooling velocity”.[16]    

Chromium  Chromium is used when a steel of appreciable toughness needs a good 

wear resistance. Chromium also gives the steel resistance against 

corrosion[26] and has high affinity for carbon which allows carbides to 

form easily. Cr23C6 are commonly used in hot-work tool steels.[18] A high 

amount of chromium also gives the steel high temperature strength[26] 

and makes the steel resistant to high-pressure hydrogenation.[6] 

 

Chromium can exist in the steel as solid solution[5], carbides and as 

nitrides.[15] Chromium increasing the martensite conversation 

temperature[15], lowers the “critical cooling velocity” and is one of the 

best element in increasing hardenability.[16] 
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Cobalt Cobalt can exist as solid solution. Some high speed drill-bits uses cobalt as 

an alloying element to increase heat and wear resistance.[15] 

Copper Copper makes steel more resistant to corrosion and at 425 to 650°C the 

copper is precipitated. When the copper concentration exceeds 0.20 wt-% 

the copper has some bad repercussions on the steel. The steels surface 

quality becomes worse[26] and decreases machinable at high 

temperatures.[6] 

Hafnium Hafnium forms carbides and nitrides in steel.[15] HfC have a high melting 

point and fine precipitation dispersion leading to a harder material.[19]  

Manganese  Manganese decreases the martensite conversation temperature,[15] lowers 

the “critical cooling velocity”,[16] increases the hardenability and act as 

solid-solution strengthener. Manganese greatly increases the hardness, 

resistance to wear and the strength of steel but to a lower extend than 

carbon. The effect that manganese has on the properties are depending on 

the carbon content.[26] 

 

Manganese also reacts favorably with sulfur, forming manganese 

sulphide.[6] When the sulfur is attached in compounds the forging ability 

and the surface quality of the steel improves and the risk of hot shortening 

decreases.[26]   

Molybdenum Molybdenum has high affinity for carbon and can therefore form carbides 

easily. The carbide Fe4Mo2C are commonly used in hot-work tool 

steels.[18] Molybdenum also forms nitrides, increasing the martensite 

conversation temperature,[15] lowers the “critical cooling velocity”,[16] 

and increases the hardenability.[24] 

   

Molybdenum increases the tensile strength, machinability, prevents temper 

brittleness and improves the formation of fine grain structure and the 

cutting properties in high-speed steels.[6] Molybdenum enhances the creep 

strength of low-alloy steels at elevated temperatures. When the steels 

contains molybdenum at a amount of 0.15 – 0.30% the steel displays a 

minimized susceptibility to temper embrittlement.[26]  

Nickel Nickel decreases the martensite conversation temperature,[15] lowers the 

“critical cooling velocity”,[26] increases the hardenability,[24] impact 

strength, and toughness. Nickel also reduces the distortion and cracking of 

the steel.[6] Nickel exist in the steel as solid solution acting as solid-
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solution strengthener.[26] 

Niobium Niobium inhibit the austenitis grains to grow,[15] form nitrides and 

carbides.[18] NbC have fine precipitation dispersion leading to a harder 

material.[19] When niobium is added in small quantities the yield strength 

increase. 0.02% niobium can increase the yield strength by 70 – 100 MPa 

of a medium-carbon steel. The tensile strength of carbon steel also 

increase but to a lesser degree. A negative effect of the addition of 

niobium is that the notch toughness may be considerably impaired. [26] 

Nitrogen A nitrogen content over 0.015 wt-% is needed for the formation of 

nitrides.[15] Addition of nitrogen increases hardness, yield and tensile 

strength but decreases toughness and the ductility of steel.[6]   

Phosphor When the phosphorus content is increased the strength and hardness of the 

steel increase. The ductility and notch impact toughness decreases in the 

as-rolled condition. It is common to have a higher phosphor concentration 

in low-carbon steels to improve machinability.[26] 

Silicon  Silicon stabilises iron carbides at elevated temperatures, increasing the 

martensite conversation temperature[15] and the hardenability,[24] lowers 

the “critical cooling velocity”[16] and act as solid-solution strengthener.  

Silicon is one of the main deoxidizers used in steelmaking.[26]  

Sulphur When the sulfur content increases the ductility, the notch impact toughness 

and the weldability decreases. Sulfur is very detrimental to steels surface 

quality. The addition of sulfur is particularly bad in lower-carbon steels. 

For that reason a maximum limit is specified for most steels. The sulfur 

occurs in steel principally in the form of sulfide inclusions.[26] 

Tantalum Tantalum forms nitrides[15] and carbides.[18] TaC have fine precipitation 

dispersion leading to a harder material.[19] 

Tin Addition of tin leads to temper embrittlement.[6] 

Titanium Titanium inhibit the austenitis grains to grow, increasing the martensite 

conversation temperature,[15] are sulfur-fixing,[24] and has a strong 

deoxidizing effect.[26] Titanium forms stable nitrides[15] and 

carbides.[18] TiC have fine precipitation dispersion leading to a harder 

material.[19] But when the steel is heat treated (quenched and tempered) 

the elements can have an adverse effect on the hardenability. This adverse 

effect on the steel is due to the carbides difficulty to dissolve in austenite 
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prior to quenching.[26] 

Tungsten  Tungsten has high affinity for carbon and form carbides easily.[18] The 

carbides improves toughness[6] and Fe4W2C are commonly used in hot-

work tool steels.[18] Tungsten also forms nitrides, increases the martensite 

conversation temperature,[15] lowers the “critical cooling velocity”,[16] 

and inhibit grain growth.[6] Addition of tungsten increases the strength 

and hardness retention as well as wear resistance at high temperatures.[6] 

Vanadium Vanadium has a high affinity for carbon and therefore easily form 

carbides.[18] VC have fine precipitation dispersion[19] and are commonly 

used in hot-work tool steels[18] Vanadium also forms nitrides, lowers the 

“critical cooling velocity”,[16] inhibit the austenitis grains to grow, 

increasing the martensite conversation temperature[15] and 

hardenability,[24] but in to high quantities the VC carbides who do not 

dissolve so easily in austenite lowers the hardenability making the stel 

softer.[26] 

  

Vanadium is one of the most potent microalloying elements used for 

achieving high strength in steel through precipitation strengthening. With 

only 0.15 wt-% vanadium an as-rolled steel can get a yield strength of 

about 550 MPa.[27]  

Zirconium 

 

Zirconium forms stable nitrides[15] and carbides.[18] Zirconium are 

effective grain growth inhibitors. But when the steel is heat treated the 

elements can have an adverse effect on hardenability. This is because the 

carbides do not dissolve in the austenite phase so easily.[26]  

 

4.4.8 The effects on the steel from combinations of alloying elements 

To theoretically determine the effect from multiply alloying elements on steel and their effect on 

each other is almost impossible. The best way to maximize a steel’s different properties is to 

experimentally test different combinations and concentrations of alloying elements. This process 

of research is done in the industry but more often than not the mechanic of hardening remains 

unknown. 

Some common and well known combinations of alloying elements: 

- Chromium is frequently used with toughening elements such as nickel to receive superior 

mechanical properties. Nickel in combination with chromium gives the alloyed steel a 

greater hardenability, higher impact strength and greater fatigue resistance.[26] 
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- Chromium in combination with molybdenum is used for steel at high temperature.[26] 

- When boron is substituted in part for other alloys, it should be done only with 

hardenability in mind because the lower alloy content may be harmful for some 

applications. [26] 

- When boron is used to improve hardenability it must be combined with an deoxidizing 

agent, for example Aluminium. Otherwise the boron will not be in solid solution in the 

steel.[26]  

- Tungsten is commonly used with manganese, molybdenum and chromium because the 

positive effects from tungsten is magnified.[26]   

4.5 Hardfacing 

Hardfacing is a technique that welds a metal onto another metal, in this project it can be used to 

weld a hard but brittle alloy onto a softer core that will reduce the brittleness of the thread. The 

hardfacing layer can be as thick as required and is easily applied upon the threads where it is 

needed. The best way to do the hardfacing for this application is plasma transferred arc welding 

(PTA welding) that can apply high quality metallurgically fused material on the ordinary steel. 

The alloy is added as a powder and powder metallurgical steels can therefore be added by PTA 

welding. If that is not required laser welding is a good way to go too. Laser welding has a very 

small heat affected zone which gives a surface with less internal strain and the new layer will 

have a finer microstructure and higher hardness compared to other welding processes with higher 

heat inputs. The alloy is added either as a powder or from a thread. [28] 
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5. Experimental procedure 
By contacting Erasteel, three different alloys of P/M tool steels were received. The hardness of 

the tool steel samples were compared to the hardness of six reference samples from Atlas Copco. 

This comparison was done to determine if tool steels were a solution to the problem with the 

threads. If the tool steel’s hardness is superior to the steel used today, it is possible that threads 

made in tool steel will remain intact for a longer time and can withstand abrasion wear. 

5.1 The samples 

Six reference samples were received from Atlas Copco and three samples from Erasteel. The 

reference samples consisted of low alloy steels that were hardened either by case hardening, 

induction hardening or tempered martensite hardening and are different steels that Atlas Copco 

use today in their threads. In table 5 the different steel samples are listed. 

Table 5: A table over the steel samples that were examined in the experimental part in this project. The samples that 

have an abbreviation starting with the letter R are the steel alloys that Atlas Copco uses today. The steels that have 

an abbreviation starting with the letter E are the steel alloys that Erasteel sent. 

Sample 

abbreviation 

Steel Manufacturer 

 

Hardening method 

R1 Reference - Tempered martensite hardening 

R2 Reference - Tempered martensite hardening 

R3 Reference - Induction hardened 

R4 Reference - Induction hardened 

R5 Reference - Case hardened 

R6 Reference - Case hardened 

E1 ASP 2030 Erasteel Hardened and tempered 

E2 ASP 2053 Erasteel Hardened and tempered 

E3 ASP 2060 Erasteel Hardened and tempered 

5.1.1 Sample preparation 

The experiments that were performed for the thirteen samples differs in two factors, time and 

temperature. The parameters for the different experiments can be seen in table 6.  
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Table 6: The parameters for the experiments. 

Test Temp. (ºC) Treatment 

time (h) 

Total time (h) 

Ref  0 0 

A1 400 1 1 

A2 400 9 10 

A3 400 90 100 

B1 600 1 1 

B2 600 9 10 

B3 600 90 100 

 

Four samples (R2, R3, R4 and E1) were cut in two pieces each, the other samples were not cut 

because of problems with the cutting method. These four samples were tested in test-type Ref, A 

and B, the rest were just tested in test-type Ref and B. The problems with the cutting of the 

samples also lead to that the same sample was used for the three different time intervals in the 

same temperature. It meant that the same sample were used multiple times starting at 1h, then 9h 

and at last 90h in the oven. After each stay in the oven the hardness was measured. 

5.1.2 Measurements of the hardness  

The hardness was measured with a Vickers micro indenter (Matsuzawa MXT 50) with a load of 

0.5 kg. The measurements were performed in a gradient from the surface on four of the Atlas 

Copco samples that were surface hardened (R3-R6). The points measured were 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, and 

0.8 mm from the edge. The hardness was also measured in the bulk in all the samples (Atlas 

Copco and Erasteel) and at 0.1 mm from the edge when it was possible as comparison. Since the 

desirable outcome is a trend and not specific values, statistically proven values was not required. 

After measuring the hardness the samples were heat treated once again. 

5.1.3 Heat treatment 

The experiments were performed by first grinding the sample, then measuring the Vickers 

Hardness as described in section 5.1.2. The samples were then heated at 400 and 600 °C for 1, 

+9, and +90 hours, as indicated by table 6. After each heat treatment the samples were cooled 

down to room temperature in air and thereafter regrinded and measured. 
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5.2 Nitration  

By contacting Bodycote a steel sample was nitrided and sent to us. The steel used were R1, (for 

composition see table 8), and it was plasma nitrided by Bodycote at 480 °C of 60 hours.[I2] 

Unfortunately we did not manage to get any sample of a gas nitrided steel from Bodycote, which 

was our main focus, in time. The hardness profile of the plasma nitrided steel was then 

measured. 
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6. Result & Discussion 

6.1 Heat resistant alloys 

The result from the experimental part of the project was compared to data from alloys found in 

literary studies, mainly from alloy A2, M2 and alloys that Uddeholm produces. Figure 10 shows 

the relationship between hardness and annealing temperature of A2 and M2 and is an indication 

of how well the steel resists heat and retains hardness at higher temperatures.[29] Similar graphs 

are available for all the other steels included in the study, see appendix 9.1. In table 7 the 

chemical composition of the steels from Uddeholm, Erasteel and literature is shown. AISI M2 

contains a higher content of tungsten, molybdenum and vanadium which contributes to a higher 

resistance to softening when exposed to an increased temperature. This is also true for the 

Erasteel samples which are high alloy steels with a very high resistance to softening at elevated 

temperatures. The steels from Uddeholm have a lower content of alloying elements compared to 

A2, M2 and the steels from Erasteel.  

 
Figure 10: The graph shows two typical tool steels variation of hardness with tempering temperature for one hour. 

Secondary hardening tool steels A2 (curve 2) and M2 (curve 1) illustrate high and very high resistance to softening, 

respectively, such as are exhibited by steels in this group.[F9]  
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Table 7: The chemical composition of the steels from Uddeholm, Erasteel and literature.  

Steel type Composition (wt-%) 

  C Mn Si Cr Ni Mo W V Co 

Uddeholm  

Caldie 0.7 0.5 0.2 5.0 - 2.3 - 0.5 - 

Dievar 0.35 0.5 0.2 5.0 - 2.3 - 0.6 - 

Orvar 0.39 0.4 1.0 5.2 - 1.4 - 0.9 - 

Unimax 0.5 0.5 0.2 5.0 - 2.3 - 0.5 - 

Erasteel   

ASP 2030 1.28 - - 4.2 - 5.0 6.4 3.1 8.5 

ASP 2053 2.48 - - 4.2 - 3.1 4.2 8.0 - 

ASP 2060 2.3 - - 4.2 - 7.0 6.5 6.5 10.5 

Literature  

AISI M2 0.78-

0.88 

0.15-

0.40 

0.2-

0.45 

3.75-

4.50 

0.30 4.5 5.50-

6.75 

1.75-

2.20 

- 

AISI A2 0.95 1.00 0.50 4.75-

5.50 

0.30 0.9-

1.40 

- 0.15-

0.50 

- 
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Table 8: The chemical composition of the reference steels from Atlas Copco. The composition of C is the bulk value. 

Steel type Composition (wt-%) 

  C Si Mn Cr Ni Mo Cu Al N V 

Atlas Copco   

R1 0.5 0.25 0.8 1.0 0.4 1.0 0.1 0.01 - - 

R2 0.26 1.6 1.2 0.3 1.8 0.4 0.05 - - - 

R3 0.23 0.33 0.4 3.0 0.1 0.5 0.05 - - - 

R4 0.24 0.9 0.7 1.2 1.7 0.7 - - - 0.2 

R5 0.24 0.9 0.7 1.2 1.7 0.7 - - - 0.2 

R6 0.23 0.25 0.72 1.2 3.8 0.3 0.1 0.03 0.01 - 

 

The change in hardness for one of the Uddeholm samples (Unimax) due to influence of time at 

three constant temperatures is shown in figure 11. This type of graph is how the experimental 

results from Erasteel and Atlas Copco are represented in figure 12 and 13, but only with data 

points at 0, 1, 10 and 100 h and no logarithmic x-axis, all the hardness values is from the bulk 

except the values of R3-R6 that are from 0,1 mm from the edge (since they are surface 

hardened). To see a trend of hardness at elevated temperatures for the experimental results the 

data points have been interpolated. See appendix 9.1.1 and 9.1.2 for existing data on the steels 

from the manufacturers. See appendix 9.2 for table 10 that shows the experimental results of the 

Erasteel and Atlas Copco samples, the the hardest value of each test is marked in blue and the 

hardest value of each test of Atlas Copcos current steel is marked in green. The hardness value is 

specified in Hv and the length from the edge is in millimeter. 
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Figure 11: The diagram shows the time influence on hardness for Unimax at different elevated temperatures[F9]. 

Figure 12: The hardness against time in the furnace, with an elevated temperature of 400 °C. 
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Figure 13: The hardness against time in the furnace, with an elevated temperature of 600 °C. 

From figure 12 and 13 the conclusion that E60 is the sample from the experimental part that have 

the highest bulk hardness in most cases is drawn. E60 is also the sample that has the hardest 

surface of all the samples that were tested. When comparing these values to the values given for 

the Uddeholm steels, see figure 11 and appendix 9.1.1 and 9.1.2, it is clear that E60 is the hardest 

there as well. E53 and E30 possess a slight decrease in hardness relative to E60, this difference is 

not statistically proven and is thereby insignificant. All three Erasteel steel could be potential 

candidates for material used in threads, when one only considers the hardness at an elevated 

temperature. 

The sample that shows the greatest heat resistance in the experiment is R1 that stays on 

approximately the same hardness even when subjected to high temperatures over a long time. 

The problem there is that while the heat resistance is good, the hardness in general is not that 

great. Observe that the hardness for R1 was measured in the bulk due to insignificant differences 

between surface and bulk, except for the reference test that showed a significant difference at 60 

Hv. The surface hardness at time 0 is therefore harder than the recorded value because of the 

hardening method. R1 still has a great heat resistance, but not as much as in figure 13. If the 

hardness were measured in the surface an existential decline in the hardness would theoretically 

be observed. Of the steels from Erasteel, E53 has the greatest heat resistance in the experiment, 

and it has a great hardness as well.  

From these results and in comparison to the data from Uddeholm, the best steel for the 

application of heat resistance hardness is the E60 and E53 steel, that is Erasteels ASP 2060 or 
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ASP 2053, both are high alloyed powder metallurgical steels. Those steels are quite expensive 

and may be a bit too brittle for the application, but it is a good start to work from. 

6.2 Nitration 

The martensitic hardening that is used in the steel threads today transforms and becomes soft at 

high temperature. Nitrides are more thermodynamically stable and remains hard for a longer 

period at high temperature. Nitrides are therefore more suitable for these types of high 

temperature applications. A precipitation hardening is created by the nitrides in the nitrided 

layer. Initially the precipitate particles of nitrides are small and numerous which is ideal to create 

a hard surface. When the particles are exposed to high temperature they will successively merge 

together by diffusion. The particles will become larger but fewer in number. This will make the 

nitrided surface layer soften as the particles decrease in number. The diffusion process is slow 

because it is dependent on diffusion of large nitrides. In the case of martensitic transformation 

the diffusion process is faster because it depends on the diffusion of single carbon atoms which 

can move easily interstitially through the iron lattice. This causes the martensitic hardening to 

soften faster than a nitride hardening at high temperature.  

Atlas Copco uses a steel, R1 (for composition see table 8), that can be nitrided with a positive 

result. We have managed to get a steel sample of R1 nitrided by Bodycote. Bodycote has plasma 

nitrided the steel sample at 480 °C of 60 hours.[I2] Unfortunately we did not manage to get any 

sample of a gas nitrided steel, which was our main focus, in time. The hardness profile of the 

plasma nitrided steel, from now on called N1, and the unaltered R1 steel is compared in figure 

14.  
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Figure 14: This figure shows the hardness of an plasma nitrided (N1) and an un nitrided (R1) steel sample at 

different length from the edge. Both steel samples have the same composition; 0.5 % C, 0.25 % Si, 0.8 % Mn,  

1.0 % Cr, 0.4 % Ni, 1.0 % Mo, 0.1 % Cu, 0.11 % V, 0.03 % Al. The N1 sample has been plasma nitrided at 480°C  

of 60 hours. A 0.5 kg load was used in the Vickers hardness test. 

The hardness profile shows that nitration of the R1 steel increases the surface hardness. 0.1 mm 

into the sample. The hardness of the N1 sample was 810 Hv (0.1 mm) compared with 560 Hv for 

the R1 sample at the same distance. This is a significant increase in the hardness. Unfortunately 

the nitration depth is only 0.4 mm which is thin for this type of application. To increase the 

nitration depth a higher nitration temperature can be used. A gas nitration temperature of 520-

540°C would be suitable for the R1 steels composition.[I2] At a depth greater than 0.6 mm the 

N1 sample has a slightly lower hardness than the R1 sample. This is because the martensitic 

hardening is annealed in the nitration process the heats the steel to 480°C of 60 hours. The 

hardness at the bulk of the samples are nearly equal, 485 Hv for N1 compared to 498 Hv for R1. 

The nitration result of the R1 steel could be improved if more Al and Cr were added to the 

composition. The R1 steel only have 0.03 wt-% Al in its composition. The Al content can be 

increased to 0.5 wt-% without impacting the nitration depth or increased to 1 wt-% for optimum 

hardness.[14] This will result in a increase surface hardness. The Cr content of 1.0 wt-% in the 

R1 is good but could be increased to 2-3 wt-% for an even better result.[I2] The increased Cr 

content will make the nitrided steel harder, more resistant to wear and high temperature but will 

decrease the nitration depth. The V content of 0.11 wt-% used in the R1 steel is sufficiently high 

to get the increased benefit of increased wear resistance that V offers.[I2] 
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If the higher Al and Cr content is used, a higher nitration temperature can be used to extend the 

nitration depth to a satisfactory level and still retained a good surface hardness.[14] A down side 

with nitration is the long process time of 60 hours which is required to get a good nitration 

result.[I2] 

6.3 Alloying elements  

Due to the vast amount of information and complexity of each introduced alloy, a comprehensive 

framework for determining suitable alloys was created, see table 9. By using the table it is 

possible to acquire an understanding of the alloying elements that have a good effect on the 

hardness at elevated temperature, high temperature strength and the resistance of abrasion wear. 

Properties that are important for threads to have in top-hammer drilling tools. Important to note 

is that the effect of each alloying element, in table 9, was dependent on the alloying elements and 

all synergistic effects were neglected.   

Table 9: A comprehensive table of different alloying elements in steel and their effect on steel’s properties. + shows 

an increase in that property, - show a decrease in that property, More signs indicate a stronger effect on that 

property. 

 

Alloying elements 

Hardness at 

elevated 

temperatures 

High 

temperature 

strength  

Resistance 

to abrasive 

wear 

Function 

Aluminium (Al) N/A N/A N/A -Ferrite hardener 

-Inhibits grain growth 

-Deoxidizer 

Boron (B) N/A N/A N/A -Mainly used for 

increasing hardenability 

Carbon (C) ++ + + -Improves strength 

-Improves hardenability 

-Used to create steel 

Chromium (Cr) ++ + + -Increase corrosion 

resistance 

-Excellent carbide 

stabilizer 

-Carbide former 

-Resists abrasion 

Cobalt (Co) + + ++ -Used in high speed steels 

Copper (Cu) + + N/A -Improves corrosion 
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resistance slightly 

Hafnium (Hf) ++ N/A N/A -Formes strong carbides 

Manganese (Mn) + + + -Reduces brittleness 

caused by sulphur 

-High Mn contents 

increase abrasion 

resistance  

Molybdenum (Mo) ++ ++ + -Inhibits grain growth 

temperature for austenite 

-Improves hardening depth 

-Resists abrasion 

-Improves corrosion 

resistance 

Nickel (Ni) + ++ N/A -Austenite stabilizer 

-Does not form nitrides 

Niobium (Nb) + + N/A -Strong carbide formers  

-Improves corrosion 

resistance 

-Provides fine grains at 

low concentrations 

-Increases strength and 

ductility in low alloyed 

steel 

Nitrogen (N) + + N/A -Nitride former 

Phosphorus (P) - - - -Improves corrosion 

resistance 

-Increases hardness for 

low carbon steels 

Silicon (Si) + + _ _ -Excellent deoxidizing 

agent 

-Austenite stabilizer 

-Austenite former 
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Sulphur (S) _ _  _ _  

Tantalum (Ta) + N/A N/A -Strong carbide former 

-Improves corrosion 

resistance 

-Provides fine grains at 

low concentrations 

-Increases strength and 

ductility in low alloyed 

steel 

Tin (Sn) _  N/A _ -Addition of tin leads to 

temper embrittlement 

Titanium (Ti) + + N/A -Strong carbide former 

-Improves corrosion 

resistance 

-Provides fine grains at 

low concentrations 

-Increases strength and 

ductility in low alloyed 

steel 

Tungsten (W) ++ ++ ++ -Carbide/nitride former 

-Improves hardness at 

elevated temperature 

Vanadium (V) ++ + ++ -Carbide/nitride former 

-Improves hardness at 

elevated temperature 

-Inhibit grain growth at 

heat treatment 

Zirconium (Zr) + N/A N/A -Strong carbide former 

-Improves corrosion 

resistance 

-Provides fine grains at 

low concentrations 

-Increases strength and 

ductility in low alloyed 
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steel 

 

The alloying elements C, Cr, Co, Mn, Mo, Ni, W,  and V have shown to significantly increase 

the following properties in steel: hardness at elevated temperature, high temperature strength, 

and resistance to abrasion wear. These are all properties that are important for threads to have in 

top-hammer drilling tools. Therefore, we recommend that the thread materials should consist of 

some if not all of these alloying elements. Observe that the synergetic effects of the alloying 

elements are neglected. Although some combinations of these alloying elements are known to 

have a preferred effect, such as Cr and Ni. The elements give the alloyed steel a greater 

hardenability, higher impact strength and greater fatigue resistance. Cr in combination with Mo 

are used for steels that are required to withstand high temperature. W is used with Mn, Mo, and 

Cr because the added alloying elements produce positive effects on the mechanical properties. 

The alloying elements P, Sn, and S have shown to negatively affect the following properties in 

steel: hardness at elevated temperature, high temperature strength, and resistance to abrasion 

wear. We recommend that the thread steels should consist of such a small quantity of these 

alloying elements as possible. As noted before the synergetic effect of these alloying elements is 

not included in that observation.   

The Erasteel steels consisted of the following alloying elements: C, Cr, Mo, W, and V. The steels 

ASP 2030 and ASP 2060 also contained Co but ASP 2053 did not contain Co. These alloying 

elements are generally beneficial for steels that need to retain their hardness at elevated 

temperatures, as seen in table 9. The amount of added alloying elements in the steels were 

between 22 to 37 wt-%. That results in a hard and temperature resistant steel without the need for 

heat treatment. 

The alloying elements affected the Erasteel steels significantly as shown in the experimental part 

of this study. Our measurements of ASP 2030 which had been tempered in 400°C retained 

hardness after 100 hours. The steels that had been tempered in 600°C, retained their hardness 

after 10 hours. After 100 hours in 600°C had the steel's hardness decreased, from approximately 

900 Hv to 550 Hv. The experiment shows that the combination of the alloying elements C, Cr, 

Mo, W, V, and Co affects the steel's ability to retain hardness after being subjected to high 

temperatures which is consistent with the theory.  

The hardened and tempered low-alloyed reference steel (R1) from Atlas Copco contained C, Si, 

Mn, Cr, Ni, Mo, Cu, Al in the amount of 4,06 wt-%. The case hardened low-alloyed reference 

steel (R5) from Atlas Copco contained  C, Si, Mn, Cr, Ni, V and Mo in the amount of 5,64 wt-%. 

These are quite low amounts of alloying element in the steel, which makes heat treatment critical 

to be able to form a hard surface in the steel. The two hardening methods are based on that the 

surface steel consist of martensite. All added alloying elements except Al are favorable for the 
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martensitic phase transformation during heat treatment. When the steel is exposed to high 

temperature the martensite phase undergoes a phase change that results in a softer steel. The 

alloying elements Cr, Mo, Ti, V, and Si increase the martensite conversion temperature while 

Mn and Ni lowers the conversion temperature. However, the positive effect on the martensite 

conversion temperature from the alloying elements is not enough as seen in the experimental part 

in this study, see figure 12 and 13 above.    

The economical and the quantitative aspect of alloying elements have not been researched in this 

study. These aspects are of great importance and table 9 should only be used to give a rough 

estimate of the alloying elements effect. The effect of alloying elements could become stronger 

or weaker with varying amounts of the alloying elements. No research have been conducted 

regarding the economic aspect of the alloys or their availability. The price of different alloying 

elements and their availability vary enormously. To be able to gauge the total effectiveness of an 

alloying element the economical aspect need to be considered. 

6.4 Hardfacing 

Hardfacing is a part-solution to the problem, by applying hardfacing on the threads they can 

possibly be made less expensive since it requires less material. For example Erasteels ASP 2060 

or ASP 2053 steels can be hardfaced on a softer and cheaper core and the threads will be less 

brittle and also less expensive. 
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7. Conclusion 
We can conclude that tool steels are a potential candidate to be used as material for the threads in 

Atlas Copcos top-hammer drilling tools. We can also conclude that the tool steels enrolled in this 

study retain their hardness at elevated temperature better than the current steels used in the 

thread. Tool steels will probably not experience the same premature breakdown as the threads 

used today due to the high temperatures that occur during drilling. This leads us to believe that 

tool steels may be preferably used as material in threads instead of the currently used steels. To 

be able to fully determine if tool steels are suitable as threads in top-hammers drilling tools 

further experiments have to be performed. Properties such as corrosion resistance, ductility at 

elevated temperature, economical aspect etc are of great interest and should be evaluated. 

The experiments that were performed showed that tool steels preserved their hardness at elevated 

temperature better than the steels that Atlas Copco uses today. The tool steels that were tempered 

in 400°C remained its hardness throughout the experiment that was conducted for 100 hours. In 

600°C the tool steels remained its hardness for more than 10 hours. After 100 hours at 600°C the 

tool steel's hardness had decreased to 550-600 Hv. The reference steels sent by Atlas Copco had 

decreased to 250-350 Hv. 

The literature studies showed that the alloying elements C, Cr, Co, Mn, Mo, Ni, W,  and V 

increases the steel's hardness at elevated temperature, high temperature strength and abrasion 

wear resistance. These properties are important when constructing a thread for top-hammer 

drilling tools. In the steel samples sent by Erasteel all alloying elements stated above were 

present except Mn and Ni. The high amount of alloying elements present in the Erasteel samples 

makes the steel costly compared with the low alloy steel that Atlas Copco uses today. 

Alloying elements that decrease the steel's hardness at elevated temperature, high temperature 

strength and abrasion wear resistance are: P, Sb ,and S. These alloying elements should be 

avoided in the steel if possible. 

A few possible solutions have been looked in to with respect to costs. The first, and most 

expensive, is to produce drilling rods with tool steels as bulk material. The whole rod would have 

high hardness which is necessary when drilling because of the severe conditions.  

Second alternative is to only produce the threads in tool steel. It would lower the cost of 

production and keep the ductility for applications where it is required. The problem with friction 

causing heat in the threads could be solved by using this heat resistant tool steel as threads, 

which was the main concern in this project.  

The third approach would be to weld these tool steels on top of the threads using hardfacing. 

This is also a lower cost alternative but comes with a few difficulties. It needs welding 
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equipment suited for tool steels and the actual welding process could be hard to execute on these 

threads. Nonetheless, it could offer a wear and heat resistant layer with strong adhesion.   

Nitration is a viable option to increase the surface hardness, wear resistance and temperature 

resistance. The R1 steel, used by Atlas Copco, was nitrated and this increase the surface hardness 

from 560 Hv to 810 Hv. If a higher aluminium and chromium content, (Al 0.5-1% and Cr 2-3%), 

is used in the steel the surface hardness, wear resistance and temperature resistance could be 

increased further. Another advantage is that gas nitration can be performed by Atlas Copco. The 

case hardening process could be replaced by gas nitration. This would require an increased 

process time to 60 hours but no extra equipment. 

In conclusion the project was a success because we were able to achieve the project goal. We 

were able to find out more about the problem and look into some different solutions. Atlas 

Copco can improve their threads either by making them in tool steel, change the composition of 

the steel by adding more favorable alloying elements or by using nitration. 
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9 Appendix 

9.1 Existing data from manufacturers 

9.1.1 Uddeholm 

 

 
Figure 15: The annealing curves of Caldie developed for heat treatment of samples in the dimension 15 x 15 x 40, 

cooled in circulating air[F9].  

 

 
Figure 16: The diagram shows the time influence on hardness for Dievar at different elevated temperatures[F9] . 
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Figure 17: The annealing curves of Dievar developed for heat treatment of samples in the dimension 15 x 15 x 40, 

cooled in circulating air[F9]. 

 

 
Figure 18: The diagram shows the time influence on hardness for Orvar Supreme at different elevated 

temperatures[F9]. 
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Figure 19: The annealing curves of Orvar Supreme developed for heat treatment of samples in the dimension 15 x 

15 x 40, cooled in circulating air[F9]. 

 

 
Figure 20: The annealing curves of Unimax developed for heat treatment of samples in the dimension 15 x 15 x 40, 

cooled in circulating air[F9]. 
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Figure 21: The diagram shows the time influence on hardness for Unimax at different elevated temperatures[F9]. 

9.1.2 Erasteel 

 

 
Figure 22: Hardness of ASP 2030 after hardening, cooling and tempering (3x1 hours)[F10]. 
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Figure 23: Hardness of ASP 2053 after hardening, cooling and tempering (3x1 hours)[F10]. 

 

 
Figure 24: Hardness of ASP 2060 after hardening, cooling and tempering (3x1 hours)[F10]. 
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9.2 All measurements 

Table 10: Mean values of all measurements, the hardest value of each test is marked in blue and the hardest value 

of each test of Atlas Copcos current steel is marked in green. The hardness value is specified in Hv and the length 

from the edge is in millimeter. The time and temperature the samples have been treated with is presented in table 6.    

Sample Length 

from edge 

[mm] 

Reference 

[Hv] 

B1 [Hv] B2 

[Hv] 

B3 

[Hv] 

A1 

[Hv] 

A2 [Hv] A3 [Hv] 

R1 0,1 558 548 461 304    

 0,2 564 456 473     

 0,4 539 487 481     

 0,8 532 428 481     

 Bulk 498 515 467 331    

         

R2 0,1   290 261    

 0,2   298     

 0,4   293     

 0,8   293     

 Bulk 560 367 294 268 546 496 459 

         

R3 0,1 715 356 308 282   475 

 0,2 702 369 351 297  522 440 

 0,4 700 386 339 311 522 525 464 

 0,8 682 378 370 304 571 532 499 

 Bulk 399 304 272 246 411 395 365 

         

R4 0,1 695 411 478 287  493 418 
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 0,2 639 406 502 283 478 478 451 

 0,4 618 409 413 278 532 470 461 

 0,8 646 442 370 284 490 473 461 

 Bulk 507 459 389 327 478 478 470 

         

R5 0,1 677 484 374 255    

 0,2 712 493 428 254    

 0,4 667 522 453 346    

 0,8 591 496 440 304    

 Bulk 433 393 398 318    

         

R6 0,1 754 430 359 279    

 0,2 658 413 378 308    

 0,4 615 385 337 300    

 0,8 567 351 316 273    

 Bulk 453 310 268 260    

         

E30 0,1  901 699 518  993 1029 

     522  993  

     522  1020  

     542  985  

 Bulk 1002 947 814 549 985 993 993 
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E53 0,1  858 679 522    

 Bulk 854 932 731 579    

         

E60 0,1  981 801 611    

 Bulk 1071 1043 854 607    

 

Table 11: Values of all hardness measurements from the plasma nitride sample N1 at different length from the edge 

of the sample. The mean values of all measurements are also included.  

Sample Length 

from edge 

[mm] 

1st 

measurement 

[Hv] 

2nd 

measurement 

[Hv] 

3rd 

measurement 

[Hv] 

Mean value  

[Hv] 

N1 0.1 847 789 795 810 

 0.2 720 736 720 725 

 0.4 567 567 560 565 

 0.8 496 502 490 496 

 Bulk 502 475 478 485 

 

 

 

 


